Ekahau Site Survey & Planner

The Industry Standard Tool for Enterprise Wi-Fi Design
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First-in-market site survey tool  Most experienced tool provider
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Easiest user interface on the market  Start using more quickly Get more done in less time
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Reliable and scalable to 100+ hours of survey data. According to
our customers, Ekahau Site Survey is the only survey tool that can
handle huge stadiums, hospitals, and universities.
Stability: Field work should never be interrupted by blue screen of
death - even under heavy load.
Full Spectrum Analyzer integration with support for 2 simultaneous
spectrum analyzers
Instant troubleshooter combining Wi-Fi + spectrum (Real-Time
Frequency Monitor)
Survey Inspector  accurate post-survey Wi-Fi + survey analysis
Open competing product project files
Automatically import walls from CAD drawings
Network capacity (BYOD) analysis
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Template-based reporting that takes your Word doc and fills in the
blanks
Automated, 3D network planning according to your performance
and capacity requirements
1000+ enterprise access points and antennas
Truly 3D planning including antenna up/downtilt and height of
walls
Easy-to-read, beautiful crystal-clear heatmaps
Throughput site surveys with Wi-Fi optimized iPerf client/server
The go-to tool for Cisco/Meraki, Aruba, Aerohive, Extreme,
Meru/Fortinet

o Customer support and responsiveness
Our response time to bugs is almost immediate.
If you want new access points or antennas to the product, for example, you’ll get them in a couple of days.

o Product updates & additions
Ekahau releases software once a month and a major update approx. every 3 months. Within the last 3 years, we have done 500+ additions to the product

Absolutely the best live surveying tool
around”

“Using <competing product> is like pulling your nails
out.”

- Bruce Alexander / Cisco Systems

- Justin Cetko, WLAN Consultant / Skyline Networks

“The simplest and most effective way to
design, evaluate and document Wi-Fi.

"Love working with such an awesome software
team! - stable, speedy, reliable, features that you
need."

- Blake Krone / Experienced wireless consultant

Samuel Clements, Practice Manager, Mobility,
Presidio

“This tool rocks! For years, our field teams and our
partners have been using Ekahau Wi-Fi Tools.

“Happy to say it’s the best survey/planning tool
I’ve worked with.”

- William Aguilar / Extreme Networks

- Tom Berry / Meru Networks

Read more customer testimonials at www.ekahau.com/testimonials

